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A Wise & Lively Soul?
Ms. Curiosity and Courage
Easy to recognize a Lively Soul?
Our Souls/Spirits are an amazing Work of Art!

SOUL:
- Nephes
- Psyche
- Anima
- Atma
- Jiva
- ?

SPIRIT:
- Ruah
- Pneuma
- Spiritus
- Prana
- Chi
- Ki
- Mana
- Vital energy
- ?
What happened?

Sonja Knips - Age 24 - Vienna
A “Lively Soul” again?
How was life rebreathed into her? Sonja Knips, Age 34
Reawakening the Soul in the Other
Gustav Klimt, spent a year with Sonja & painted this oil portrait in 1898
Re-energizing our Souls?
How do we “breath the breath of life” into the other?

Sonja Knips, 1898, 24 years old
Sonja Knips, 1908, 34 years old
What art is pulling us forward?
Can we really touch the soul through WORDS?
Die Säule des Wissens (Columns of Knowledge)
Prof. Helmut Margreiter and Dr. Andreas Brandner (Idea originator)
Space and Time: The Rhythm’s in Time
The Unknown opens new horizon of becoming!

Geometry is ‘number in space’

Music is ‘number in time’

How do we rediscover and reawaken the music of one another’s soul?
Any time left for Soul growth?
Our “Moderns Virus” - the curse of Clock Time

Clock Time
The Endless Rat Race in Space

Black Hole
Hopelessly stuck in the Present
Is another major Paradigm shift possible?
What will it take to recapture the “breath of life?”
There is a fig tree in ancient story, the giant Ashwattha, the everlasting, rooted in heaven, its branches earthward: each of its leaves is a song of the Vedas, and he who knows it knows all the Vedas.” (Bhagavad Gita 15:1)
What are the Real Dynamics?

**FIRE**
- Is More Enough?
- Loans
- Taxes
- Wages & Salaries
- Interest
- Public Spending

**WEEP**
- Does “Making & Servicing” bring real Meaning?
- Loans
- Taxes
- Wages & Salaries
- Interest
- Public Spending

**SPICE**
- Could Less be More?
- Culture
- Education
- Spirited People

Key: FIRE=Finance, Insurance, Real Estate; WEEP=Waste, Energy, Employment, Production; SPICE: Spirited People, Intellect, Culture & Intellect; & HE+LL=Health + Wellness (for too many!)

*Shadow Finance*: complex & opaque, excess leverage, lax regulation, endless search for yields, off balance-sheet activities, supported by compounding, & through such things as fraud (repos), excess bonuses, securitization, derivatives (CDS, CDO, etc.) in Hedge Funds & Private Equity.

(i.e. The “Greeder Reactor™”)

The “Curiosity Engine,” inspired by Past Wisdom and fueled by the “Energy Within” to Co-create the Future!
Isn't the real Challenge ahead of us?
As “Leaders” how can we contribute positively?

“Greeder Reactor”™

Can Government cope with the Complexity?

Is it possible to “Live Lightly & Lively?”

Will automation eliminate too many jobs just as the population is increasing?

Has the “Invisible Hand” now become the “Pickpocket” of Society?

Is a “Low Carbon” Society possible?

Note: The “Greeder Reactor” term was created by CMS in April, 2010
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Shifting to the left?
Instant Success for a Few?        We again need Viktor Frankl!

Instant  Time  Long Now

FIRE  WEEP  SPICE

Black Hole
Hopelessly stuck in the Present

Algo & Flash Trading

Money  Meaning
Are Knowledging and Art Resonating again?!
Have we come further than expected?
Renaissance 2.0 is calling!
With this wisdom, are we ready and willing?

"What does it profit you if you gain the whole world and lose your soul?" (Matt. 16:26)